International contact lens manufacturing company is looking for an Optometrist to work as Researcher within the R&D New Products Development and Clinical Trials department.

The person will work in a multidisciplinary, collaborative team to bring new contact lenses to global market and maintain and improve the current portfolio.

Although currently mainly doing telework, the person will need to go to the offices where the clinic sits a few times per month to do the necessary testing on eye. Therefore, it would be ideal that the person lives in Madrid.

FUNCTIONS

- Optical Design: creation, optimization, characterization & implementation for new contact lens design and existing as necessary.

- To complete the necessary Literature Reviews, Post Market Surveillances Reports, post market clinical follow up Reports, PSURs and Clinical Evaluation Reports to comply with Regulations to get products into the market and maintain them.

- To do analysis of results and compliance reports required within the Design History Files to obtain approval from regulatory and legal agencies with the commitment to achieve the program launch of new and current products and/or improvements in collaboration with the R&D team (shelf life studies, organization of biocompatibility testing, verification tests, validation of instruments, etc).

- To cooperate with Engineering for the improvement of existing process or creation of new.

- To work in team, giving proposals, suggestions and support to the rest of projects and team.

- To develop the necessary clinical studies in patients as well as any other test necessary. It will include writing protocols, placing orders for lenses, maintenance solutions, organizing lenses, checking patients, analyzing results and writing reports of them to get new products in the market, establish comparisons with competition lenses and improve our current designs or in new ones.

- To work on being updated with the latest market knowledge for the correct performance of the position.

- To work and collaborate with the R&D team for scientific publications, posters and lectures.

- To cooperate with marketing, sales, professional services and customer care to give the necessary support for technical questions and preparation of documentation for press releases in magazines.

- To cooperate with QA to be conform with the current regulation, giving the necessary support.
PERSONAL SKILLS

- Self-motivated, proactive, eager to learn and efficient, resolutive person.

REQUIREMENTS

- Optometrist with at least one year experience with patients.
- Fluent written English, reading and listening. Able to orally discuss topics.
- Experience in clinical studies and publications will be valued.
- Knowledge in optical design (ZEMAX) and MATLAB programming will be valued.
- Medical device regulations experience will be valued.

If interested send your CV to mburgos@markennovy.com